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EXAMPLES OF MANIFOLDS OF
POSITIVE RICCI CURVATURE

JI-PING SHA k DA-GANG YANG

The purpose of this paper is to present some new examples of simply con-
nected Riemannian manifolds of dimension > 7 with positive Ricci curvature,
which admit no metric with nonnegative sectional curvature, in both compact
and noncompact cases. The noncompact examples presented here are not of
finite homotopy type, i.e., they are not homotopy equivalent to the interior of
a compact manifold with boundary. This settles a long-standing conjecture
(cf. [1], [18]).

It has been one of the major problems in Riemannian geometry to dis-
tinguish the topological implications of nonnegative sectional curvature on a
manifold M from those of positive Ricci curvature. In the case of dim M = 3,
there is actually no difference (all 3-manifolds with positive Ricci curvature
admit metric with positive sectional curvature) by the works of R. Hamilton,
R. Schoen and S. T. Yau ([14], [15]). The situation of higher dimensions is
different. In the compact case, although it is generally believed that a sim-
ply connected manifold with positive Ricci curvature may not carry metric
with nonnegative sectional curvature, examples were not known ([11], [18]).
In the noncompact case the recent progresses are due to L. Berard Bergery,
D. Gromoll and W. T. Meyer ([3], [11]). They constructed some examples of
manifolds with positive Ricci curvature, which admit no metric with nonneg-
ative sectional curvature. However, their examples are all of finite homotopy
type. More recently, U. Abresch and D. Gromoll ([1]) proved that a complete
manifold with positive Ricci curvature is of finite homotopy type under some
diameter growth condition. This diameter growth condition turns out to be
necessary as the examples in this paper show. Therefore the finiteness conjec-
ture for complete Riemannian manifolds with positive Ricci curvature is not
true in general. (Compare [6], [7], [10], [12].)

It is a beautiful theorem of M. Gromov [12] that for each positive integer
n there is a constant Cn which only depends on n such that the total Betti
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number of any n-dimensional complete manifold of nonnegative sectional cur-
vature is less than Cn. Our idea, as one can expect, is to construct complete
positively Ricci curved manifolds with arbitrarily large total Betti numbers.
This also shows that the same conclusion of Gromov's theorem is false for
positively Ricci curved manifolds in general.

Our basic construction, roughly speaking, is as follows. We start with the
product S4 x S3 (here 5 n , as usual, denotes the standard n-sphere). Pick any
point <7o £ S4, and let Bqo be an arbitrarily small geodesic ball around qo in
S4. We then remove Bqo x S3 from S4xS3, and replace it by S3 x D where D
is the unit disk bundle of the canonical complex line bundle over C P 1 , which
can also be viewed as the 2-dimerisional complex projective space C P 2 with
a ball removed (note that the boundary of S 3 x D is also S 3 x S3). We show
that, with each factor of S4 x S3 properly scaled, the resulting manifold carries
a metric of positive Ricci curvature, and in fact this metric on the complement
of S3 x D, (S4\Bqo) x S3 is still the original scaled product metric. Since one
can pick as many points on S4 as one likes, the desired examples are obtained.
These examples can be easily adapted to give complete noncompact examples
of manifolds of positive Ricci curvature with infinite topological type. The
higher dimensional examples will then be gotten, for example, by taking the
product with spheres.

Remarks, (a) It seems that the same sort of examples should exist in
dimension > 4. But it turns out to be technically easier in dimension > 7.

(b) The kind of surgery we are doing is only metrically partial local (we
have to scale the metrics on each factor of S4 x S3 and alter the metric
on D substantially). This is an essential difference from the works of M.
Gromov and B. Lawson [13] on positive scalar curvature and Z. Gao and S.
T. Yau [9] on negative Ricci curvature where the surgeries are metrically local.
Metrically local surgery will not work for positively Ricci curved manifolds
due to the diameter theorem of Myers [5]. We will explore positive Ricci
curvature further by surgery in a forthcoming paper [17].

The authors would like to thank Professors D. Gromoll, B. Lawson and W.
Ziller for some suggestive conversations.

1. Metrics on CP2 with a ball removed

In this section, we briefly review some facts concerning metrics on the
complex projective 2-space C P 2 . Let z = (zι,Z2,zs) be the standard homo-
geneous coordinates of C P 2 . The Fubini-Study metric on C P 2 is by definition
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It is well known that the metric (1) is of positive sectional curvature, and
CP 2 with the metric (1) is a symmetric space. Let po € CP 2 and BPo =

{p E CP2: d(p,po) < τr/4}, where d(p,po) denotes the distance between p

and po w ^ h respect to the metric (1). Then D = CP2\BPo is a manifold

with boundary dD — S3. A little computation shows that the metric (1)

restricted to D can also be described as follows.

We use the same notation S3 to denote the S3 with the metric of constant

curvature 1, and view it as a fiber bundle over C P 1 = S2 under the standard

Hopf fibration. Then, topologically, D is the quotient space of / x S 3, where

/ denotes the unit interval [0,1], by collapsing each fiber in S 3 to a point

at the left end, {0} x S3. The metric (1) restricted to (0,1] x S 3, up to a

constant scaling, is given by the following, with respect to the natural splitting

T{I x S3) = {Rd/dr} Θ TS3, where r G (0,1]:

(2) ds2=dr2 + ds2

r,

where ds2 is a metric on S3 obtained by rescaling the standard metric on the

fiber direction with factor sin2 r cos2 r and on its orthogonal complement with

factor cos2 r.

It can be easily verified that the two functions sin2 r cos2 r and cos2 r can

be replaced by any two functions g(r)2 and h(r)2 provided that g(0) = 0,

0'(O) = 1, 0"(O) = 0, ft(0) φ 0, Λ'(0) = 0 and g{r) > 0, Λ(r) > 0 for r > 0.

Then (2) will also give a well-defined smooth metric on D. One can say

nothing about the curvature of this metric in general, of course, but there are

some remarkable observations:

(i) With g, h properly chosen, one can show that the connected sum of

two CP 2 ' s admits a metric of nonnegative sectional curvature. This was an

example of J. Cheeger in [4],

(ii) With g, h properly chosen, one can show that D carries a metric of

positive Ricci curvature and convex boundary. But D does not admit a metric

of nonnegative sectional curvature such that the boundary is convex (cf., e.g.

[16]).

In fact, it is in some sense a stronger form of the last observation which

gives us the basic block to build up the examples of this paper.

2. Surgery on S4 x S 3

Denote by S^ the 4-sphere with metric of constant curvature ra~2 (m > 1),

and by S3 the 3-sphere with metric of constant curvature δ~2. Let S^ x S3

be with the product metric (it is clearly of positive Ricci curvature).
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Let q0 e S£, BQ0 = {q e S^: d{q,q0) < 1}, and let r = d{q,q0) be the
radius coordinate of the polar coordinates on Bqo. Then, topologically,

(Bqo\{qo}) x Si = (0,1] x 5 3 x 5 3 .

We now form a manifold M as

M = ((S^\{q0}) X Si) U(Dx S3)/ ~,

where the equivalence relation "~" identifies the point (r, p, <?) on (0, l ] x S 3 x
S3 in D x S 3 (see discussion in §1) with the point (r, <?,p) on (0,1] x S 3 x S3

in (^\{<?o}) x 5 | .
It is easy to see that M is indeed a smooth manifold. By the discussion in

§1, dr2 + ds2 + f{r)2 ds2, where ds2 denotes the metric of constant curvature
1 on s3, gives a well-defined metric on D x S3 if the function f(r) > 0
satisfies /'(O) = 0. One sees immediately that this metric gives a well-defined
metric on M if /(r), g(r), h(r) satisfy the following additional conditions:
/(r) = msinr/m and g(r) = h(r) = δ for r > 1. Off the set D x 5 3 , i.e., on
(5^\Bρ o) x S3, the metric is still the original product metric, in particular, it
is of positive Ricci curvature. We will show in the next section that, with <5,
/(r), g(r) and h(r) properly chosen, this metric is of positive Ricci curvature
on the entire M.

From the discussion above, our surgery is actually "half local". We can
pick as many disjoint unit balls on S^ as we like to do the same surgery
in an obvious way provided m is sufficiently large. A direct argument using
the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence shows that the total Betti number of the
resulting manifold M can be as large as we like. Note also that M is clearly
still simply connected.

3. Computations of the Ricci curvature

By the discussion in §§1 and 2, we only need to compute the curvature on
D x S3 which takes the form

(3) ds2 =dr2+dsr

r + f{r)2ds2

o n ( 0 , l ] x S 3 x S 3 .
The metric (3) is clearly invariant under the action of U(2) x SO(4). There-

fore it suffices to calculate the curvature at one point for each r. We use the
coordinates (r,p,q), where

p=

q =
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Then

ds2 = dr2 + h{r)2 dφ2 + {h{r)2 sin2 2φ + g{r)2 cos2 2φ) dφ2 + g{r)2 dθ2

+ 2g{r)2 cos 2<p cty dθ + f{r)2{da2 + d/32 + d-y2 + 2 cos 2α d/?d7).

We have orthogonal vector fields

X* = -£—, X5 = ^ - c o s 2 α — , XQ = — .
C/CK C//7 C/7 C/7

Set /ι(r) = δ. The value of 5 will be decided later.

Denote by Rij the Ricci tensor valued at (Xi/||Xt||,Xj/||Xj||). Use formu-

las

(R{X,Y)Z,W) =X(VYZ,W) - (VγZ,VχW)-Y(VxZ,W)

2(vxy, z) = x{γ, z) + Y{X, z) - z(x, y> + ([x, y], z)
/ f y ^ 1 T/"\ /ΓV ̂ 1 V \

— \ ["^ ί ^ J ? - ^ / — \ L ϊ J' / *

Direct calculation gives

q"(r) zf"(* \
(4) D - y V ;

ff(r) /(r) '

g"(r) 2g(r)2 3 f (r)g^(r)

ff(r) έ 4 /(r)ff(r) '

R44 — R55 — Rββ —
2 2/'(r)2 Γ(r) /'(r)g'(r)

(7) » « - ^ - ^ - / ( r ) J / ( r ) 2 / ( r ) / ( r ) f f ( r ) .

^ = 0 ioτiφj.

Therefore, to show that the Ricci curvature is positive, we now show that

one can choose /(r), g(r) and δ > 0 properly so that (4)-(7) are positive.

Set /o(r) = rns\n(r/m). When r > ^, we have

2 - V'0{r)2 - fo(r)fS(r) > 3sin2 ̂  > 0.

There exists / with

/(r) = /o(r) forr>l,

/(r)/'(r) = /o(r)Λ(r) for r < f,

/(r)/'(r) < /o(r)Λ(r) for | < r < 1,
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where the strict inequality holds at least somewhere such that, when / > | ,

/ " ( r ) < 0 and 2 - 2/'(r)2 - f(r)f"(r) > 0.

Then there exists δ0 > 0 (we can assume 6$ < g) such that, when r < | ,

/(r) 2 = m 2 € sin2 r/m + δg,

f"(r) _ δg cos2(r/m) - δg sin2(r/m) - m2 sin4(r/m) < jg

/(r) " [m2 sin2(r/m) + <52]2 " (r2 + ί 0

2 ) 2 '

Set go{r) = 50r/(r2 + δξ)1'2. We have

?o(0) = 0, <7o(O) = 1 and ffo'(0) = 0.

There exists g with

ff(» ) = 9o{r) f o r r < i ,

g'(0) = 0 f o r r > | ,

g»m<0 and 4 τ < # τ for all r.

Now set ί = g(l).
Clearly, the /, g, h defined above satisfy the conditions at r = 0, r > 1

mentioned in §§1 and 2. Note also that δ < δo
Obviously, 4δ2 - 2g(r)2 > 0 always. When r < | ,

g"(r) 3f"(r) 3δ2 3δ2

g(r) /(r) - ( r 2 + δ 2 ) 2 (r» + ^)a "'

g"(r) 3/ /(r)g>(r)= 3 ^ 3msin(r/m)cos(r/m) 6 0

2

=

/(r)ff(r) (r2 + ,52)2 m2 sin2 (r/m)+ ί 2

x [r(ra2 sin2 f- δ$) - ra(r2 + δ$) sin — cos —] > 0.
771 f l l fj]

When r < | ,

> 4sin2 L + cos2 L - s i n2 L _ m2 sin(r/m) cos(r/m)
m m m m2 sinJ (r/m) + δζ

. r r
— m sin — cos —

m m

m r 2 4- <5n
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When \ < r < §,

_£^)_3T(r)
Φ) f(r) > '

g"(r) 2g(r)2 3f'(r)g'(r)
g(r) δ* f(r)g(r) " # [(l/2)2+έ2]2

When r > | , it is easy to see that (4)-(7) are positive. We are done.

Note. In the calculation above, the Ricci curvature appears to be 0 some-

where (only at r = 0). It does not matter due to a theorem of T. Aubin and

P. Ehrlich ([2], [8]) which states that if a complete metric is of nonnegative

Ricci curvature and the Ricci curvature is positive at least at one point, then

the metric can be deformed to a complete metric of positive Ricci curvature.

4. Noncompact examples

We first summarize the basic results of the construction in the previous

sections into the following lemma. Denote by SR the 4-sphere of constant

curvature iϊ~2, and by S3 the 3-sphere of constant curvature 1.

Lemma. For any N > 1, there exists Ro = RQ{N) > 0 such that

for each R > RQ the following is true. If one removes B(qo,R/N) x S3

from Sjt x S3 and replaces it by S3 x D, where q0 G SQ, B(qo,R/N) is the

geodesic ball of radius R/N around qo and D is as in §1, then the resulting

manifold carries a metric of nonnegative Ricci curvature. This metric, on the

complement of S3 x D, i.e., (Sjt\B(qo,R/N)) x S3, is the product metric

induced from S^x S3.

Proof. This can be easily seen from §§2 and 3 by taking m = N and then

RQ = m/δ, where δ is from the computations in §3. q.e.d.

The construction of the noncompact examples is roughly as follows. We

first construct a 4-dimensional parabola such that there are a sequence of

points {qk' k = 1,2, }, which goes to infinity, and a corresponding sequence

of disjoint geodesic balls {Bqk: k = 1,2, } where Bqk is of radius r^ around

qk with the following property: Bqk is isomorphic to a geodesic ball on the

4-sphere of constant curvature R^2 where Rk > Ro is as in the Lemma with

respect to N = Rk/ric We then take the product of this parabola with S3. By

the Lemma, we can do the surgery as we did in the previous sections around

{Qk} x S3; the desired example then follows.

This process can really go through as we show in detail for example as

follows.
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y=F(x)

•>— x

F I G U R E l

T a k e a s e q u e n c e of p o s i t i v e n u m b e r s {α^ > 0 : fc = 1,2, •••} s u c h t h a t

oo

Σ π
fc=l

Let {Ric > 0, k = 1,2, , } be a sequence of positive numbers where Rk > Ro
is as in the Lemma with respect to TV = Nk = l/a^k-i-

It is easy to see that, with the βfc's properly chosen, one can construct a
parabolic curve y = F(x) (F"(x) < 0) in the zy-plane such that there is a
sequence of numbers 0 = x\ < X2 < , when restricted to X2k-ι < z < 2̂Λ?
the curve is a portion of a circle of radius Rk centered on z-axis with length
> Rk/Nk (see Figure 1).

Put this curve canonically into 5-dimensional euclidian space and rotate it
around the x-axis. We then get a parabola which clearly satisfies the property
mentioned above.
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Remark. It can be estimated that the example constructed above has
diameter growth of order O(x2/3) and bounded sectional curvature. (Compare

[i])
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